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Abstract Increased recognition of the role of the body and environment in cognition has

taken place in recent decades in the form of new theories of embodied and extended cog-

nition. The growing use of ever more sophisticated computer-generated 3D virtual worlds

and avatars has added a new dimension to these theories of cognition. Both developments

provide new opportunities for exploring new ways of facilitating language acquisition in the

foreign language classroom environment. In this article, through two case studies we

examine student interaction in a virtual environment customised for foreign language

learning to examine ‘‘virtually’’ embodied and extended cognition. Our examination iden-

tifies two particular features of this combination of mind, (virtual) body and (virtual) envi-

ronment that further underline the potential of 3D virtual worlds as sites for embodied and

extended cognition: students often do not distinguish between themselves and their avatars;

the boundaries between the real and virtual environments are highly (cognitively) permeable.
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Introduction

Traditionally in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research, social context has been

considered the ‘‘icing’’ while cognition constituted the ‘‘cake’’ (Sharwood Smith 1991,

cited in Atkinson 2010). However, Semin and Cacioppo (2008:140, cited in Atkinson
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2010) note that more broadly a turn towards embodied and extended views of cognition has

occurred. This has led to greater recognition of the role of the body and environment in

SLA. Simultaneously, in recent decades the development of 3D simulated environments

and bodies (e.g., virtual worlds and avatars) has been heavily influenced by innovations in

the gaming industry, where high consumer demand has driven rapid advancements in

associated hardware and software technologies (Ferdig 2012). These technologies are

being used in a wide range of contexts including social networking, training and education

(Koh et al. 2010). Second Life (SL) is one example of a commonly used virtual world in

which a broad range of communicative contexts for SLA have been developed (Grant and

Clerehan 2011; Grant and Huang 2012; Gregory et al. 2010; Henderson et al. 2012; Huang

and Grant 2010; Jacka et al. 2011; Jeffrey et al. 2011; Lan 2014; Lan et al. 2013; Pasfield-

Neofitou 2014).

In this paper we examine the notion of ‘‘virtual embodiment’’ via avatars in a 3D

simulated environment through the examination of two case studies which involve the

tripartite relationship between mind, (virtual) body and (virtual) environment. Through the

qualitative examination of student feedback collected from face-to-face interviews, two

features of this combination that further underline the potential of 3D virtual worlds as sites

for embodied and extended cognition are identified: students often do not distinguish

between themselves and their avatars; the boundaries between the real and virtual envi-

ronments are highly (cognitively) permeable. Unlike previous studies that only looked at

interaction between live native and non-native speakers, this study includes student

interaction with both live native speakers and programmed virtual agents known as non-

player characters (NPCs).

Embodied cognition

The reconceptualization of cognition

While cognitive science traditionally conceptualised cognition as isolated from the body

(and the environment) (Wilson 2011; Lakoff 2012), in the last decade, research on

embodied cognition has increased exponentially (Wilson and Foglia 2011). This embod-

iment perspective views cognitive activity as grounded in states and actions of the body,

while the extended perspective sees the mind/brain as inextricably bound to the external

environment. These approaches are related in that the body mediates between mind and the

external world. As Atkinson (2010) points out, embodied and extended cognition are

sometimes grouped together, unified by the idea that ‘‘cognition is naked and amodal only

when conceptualized abstractly. Studied biologically, cognition is embedded—both in

body and world’’ (p. 606).1 Indeed, this grouping is evident in Varela et al.’s (1991)

definition of ‘‘embodied’’ where cognition depends on sensorimotor experiences which in

turn are embedded in a larger ‘‘biological, psychological, and cultural’’ environment. Clark

and Chalmers (1998) coined the term ‘‘extended cognition’’ to describe what has been

variously called situated, distributed, or grounded cognition, and active externalism.

1 Although McNerney (2011) notes that even reason can be said to be based in grounded, bodily experience
rather than abstract laws, as demonstrated by the abundance of metaphorical references involving our bodies
and the physical world in the language used to express abstract concepts, as will be explored later.
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Multiple perspectives

Brooks (2002) differentiates between the notions of situatedness and embodiedness as

follows: A situated creature/robot is embedded in the world, dealing not with abstract

descriptions but the here and now that influences its behaviour, while the embodied

creature/robot has a physical body and experiences the world (at least partially) directly

through its influences on that body (pp. 51–52).

According to Atkinson, there exist three alternative (yet overlapping) understandings

relevant to embodied cognition:

• Simulation (the ‘‘cognitive reenactment of perceptual, motor, and introspective states

acquired during experience’’, Barsalou 2008: 618)

• Analogical representations [which store patterns of how our bodies ‘‘mesh’’ with the

environment (Glenberg 1997)]

• Image schemas (analogue representations based on cumulative sensory experience that

‘‘help solve… adaptive problems… in complex physical environments’’, Gibbs 2006,

p. 69). This can even be seen in abstract thought and language e.g., ‘‘She launched into

her spiel’’. (2010, pp. 604–605)

Barsalou’s (2008) review Grounded Cognition (cited in Atkinson 2010), likewise

recognises the differing foci of views regarding grounded cognition. While some accounts

focus on the roles of the body, others focus on the role of simulation in cognition, and yet

others on situated action, social interaction, and the environment (Barsalou 2008, p. 619).

Clarke’s (1998) Embodied, Situated and Distributed Cognition (also cited in Atkinson)

loosely groups these forms of cognition into a united framework, about which Atkinson

remarks ‘‘[t]hat he retains the individual terms suggest disciplinary differences, while his

synoptic treatment points towards synthesis’’ (2010, p. 606).

One view, which Wilson and Golonka recognise many see as occupying the extreme

end of a continuum of views on embodiment, is ‘‘that the brain is not the sole cognitive

resource we have available to us to solve problems’’ (2013, pp. 1). Such a view contrasts

with other uses of the term ‘‘embodied’’ to refer to the ways in which cognition can be

influenced and biased by bodily states and the environment, or how abstract cognitive

states are grounded in bodily states, and using the former affects the latter (Eerland et al.

2011; Adam and Galinsky 2012; Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999; Miles et al. 2010, cited in

Wilson and Golonka 2013).

Cognition and metaphor

As Wilson and Golonka (2013) note, much research labelled ‘‘embodied research’’ has

included studies which fall under what Shapiro (2011) calls the conceptualization

hypothesis, that how we conceive our world is both grounded in and constrained by our

bodies’ perception–action systems, for example, as is seen in the grounding of common

metaphors in physical experiences (e.g., looking forward into the future).

In an introduction to embodied cognition in a Scientific American commentary,

McNerney (2011) indicates that cognition is influenced by experiences in the physical

world. When we say something is ‘‘over our heads’’, we are drawing on the physical

experience of an inability to see something over our heads as a metaphor for a lack of

insight. Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) Metaphors We Live By contains many such

expressions which reflect embodied experience in language. They argue that such
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metaphorical language is not just a phenomenon of cognition, rather, it actively structures

much of cognition traditionally thought to be isolated from metaphor (Wilson 2011).

One 2008 study by Yale psychologist Bargh, cited in Lobel’s book Sensation (2014,

quoted in Smith 2014), showed that an action as simple as holding a hot as opposed to cold

beverage when meeting someone might influence one’s perception of that person as having

a ‘‘warmer’’ personality. Research cited in McNerney (2011) by Johnson (1997), Grady

(1997) and Narayanan (1997) postulates that much of our language emerges from physical

interactions in our early years, as the ‘‘affection as warmth’’ metaphor illustrates (also see

Grady 2005). Such research, Wilson and Golonka (2013) claim, is best at demonstrating

that sometimes thought and actions go hand-in-hand. In a follow up posted on their blog

later in the same year, Wilson (2013) clarified that rather than considering themselves at

one extreme end of a continuum on embodied research, they view the rest of the field as

making a category mistake. In saying so, Wilson and Golonka, distinguish between

embodied and grounded cognition, the term utilised by Barsalou (2008). In this article,

however, we are primarily interested in virtual embodiment via an avatar, and whether we

relate to our avatars in similar ways to our physical bodies (as also examined by Zheng

et al. 2009).

Language, action and embodiment

While language has some special properties, as Wilson and Golonka (2013) state, it is a

product of evolution like the rest of our behaviour, and thus, cannot be investigated in

isolation from embodiment (Evans and Green 2006). Barsalou (1999) argues that language

among early humans was used for immediate, situated, indexical purposes, to influence the

behaviour of others. In such a view of language and embodiment, what does it mean to

learn a language? Wilson and Golonka define language acquisition as follows:

if someone is able to respond appropriately to linguistic information, then it is fair to

say that this person knows what the information means. Instead of asking how we

learn the meaning of words, we can ask instead, how do we learn to use and respond

to linguistic information? (2013, p. 9)

According to the authors, we create linguistic output (e.g., speech/writing) to achieve

goals (e.g., directing and regulating our own/others’ behaviour), a view closely aligned

with task-based SLA. For Dewey and others (1910, 1968, cited in Zheng et al. 2009), most

thought is embodied in action and language is in service of and used to coordinate action.

According to Zheng et al. who put forward a reconceptualization of ‘‘negotiation for

meaning’’ as ‘‘negotiation for action’’, perception and comprehension are always intended

to achieve some goal.

The importance of communicative goals and embodied experience has been highlighted

in relation to the limitations of machine translation also (compare Bar-Hillel 1960, who

pointed out that machines would find it impossible to distinguish between various mean-

ings on the basis of dictionaries alone). Working from Wilson and Golonka’s (2013)

definition of learning above, what would be needed in order to create embodied cognition

would be a robot that could move, learn, and interact.

In a review of language and embodiment, Thang (2009) argues that the task of learning/

teaching languages, much like teaching languages to machines, requires much more than

just grammar and dictionaries, and that without possessing a frame (Fillmore 1982), or

background knowledge, learners would be unable to fully comprehend the meanings of L2

input. In the present study, we look at the possibility of SL serving as such a frame.
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Atkinson (2010) reviews a number of studies on language and cognition, based on

reviews by Glenberg (1997), Iverson and Thelan (1999), Gibbs (2006), Johnson and Rohrer

(2007), and Barsalou (2008). Findings include that: descriptions of spatial associations may

be comprehended faster than disassociations (Glenberg et al. 1987); areas associated with

language in the brain are activated during sensorimotor action (Bonda et al. 1994); per-

formance of linguistic tasks can be facilitated by accompanying action (Rieser et al. 1994);

speech and gesture develop simultaneously in infancy (Iverson and Thelan 1999); ‘motor

areas’ in the brain activate during speech (Hauk et al. 2004); verbalisation of memory can

be aided by assuming one’s original physical position (Dijkstra et al. 2007); and words

with higher ‘body–object interaction’ can be recognised more quickly (Saikaluk et al.

2008). In the present article, we explore whether some of these findings may also be

applicable to virtual embodiment via an avatar, expanding upon Zheng et al.’s (2009) work

on avatar-embodied collaboration between Chinese students in virtual worlds.

SLA and embodied and extended cognition

Atkinson (2010) introduces three principles for SLA derived from extended, embodied

cognition:

1. The Inseparability Principle (whereby mind, body and world work together in SLA)

2. The Learning-is-Adaptive Principle (SLA facilitates survival in complex

environments)

3. The Alignment Principle (a major driver of SLA and a means by which we effect

interaction)

Atkinson convincingly demonstrates the Inseparability Principle via analysing four

pictures taken from a recording of a naturally occurring interaction. In the first, the face

and upper torso of a Japanese girl is shown, giving some clues as to the type of interaction

judging by her expression, posture, attire, etc. In the second, a desk, watch, book, and

stationery are made visible, suggesting more about the context. In the third, the picture is

expanded to include the girl’s adult companion, providing clues as to the type of rela-

tionship and interaction. Finally, the background reveals a more complete picture of a girl

tutored by her aunt in ESL at home. According to Atkinson, this illustration demonstrates

that people learn not only mentally, but in environments comprised of bodies, cognitive

tools, social practices, and environmental features, suggesting that learning is more about

discovering how to align with the world than extracting knowledge from it (Ingold 2000,

cited in Atkinson 2010, pp. 610), and that through embedding, knowledge/cognition is

made public and learnable (Goodwin 2003, cited in Atkinson 2010, p. 610). As Atkinson

points out, Gee (1995) has made this a principle of learning: ‘‘[t]he meanings of the parts of

new systems… must initially be rendered public and overt, so that the learner can see the

connections between the signs and their interpretations’’ (p. 337). Atkinson asserts that if

cognition/learning is complex and multimodal, then its examination must take into account

this complexity and multimodality, as will be examined in the present article.

According to Atkinson (2010), the learning-is-adaptive principle consists of four linked

implications:

Learning/SLA is…

1. Relational, and concerns how to relate/articulate with one’s environment. In the

context of SLA, second languages (L2 s) are learned as social practices employed by

the language’s users to accomplish social action.
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2. Experiential, participatory and guided, and one learns to relate by relating.

3. Public, and a crucial way in which learning is guided is by externalising its object

while focussing the learner’s attention on it (Schmidt 2001).

4. Aligning and learning to align (summarising the previous three points). (p. 611).

According to Atkinson (2010), alignment may be viewed as the basis of social life, and

of adapting to the environment. In the following section we discuss the role of the envi-

ronment in SL our learners have been utilising, called Chinese Island, and the interactions

that take place there.

Virtual environments and virtual embodiment

Avatars as virtual bodies

For many, familiarity with the term ‘‘avatar’’ can be attributed to James Cameron’s 2009

film, Avatar. In the film the Na’vi use what Black (2014) describes as a ‘‘biological

ethernet cable’’ to network with each other, or, rather disturbingly, plug into horse and

pterodactyl-like animals and use them as their own avatars, ‘‘biomechanical vehicles under

the control of a Na’vi brain’’ (p. 2). Outside of this narrative, as Black points out, the Na’vi

are, in some respects, avatars themselves—digitally animated via motion capture, a process

of recording the motions of actors also utilised to both animate and control avatars in video

games, military and medical simulation software, etc. Although the term itself is much

older, deriving from the Hindu belief in the deliberate descent of a deity (Vishnu) to earth

as a manifestation or ‘‘avatar’’ (Puri 2004), in computing uses, the word has taken on the

meaning of a graphical representation of the user’s alter ego, character, or self via a 2/3D

body, or an icon/picture. Black also observes that we are able to examine our own bodies as

if separate from ourselves, citing Lacan’s image of children becoming social subjects upon

looking into a mirror and perceiving their own bodies as seen by others (1977, p. 1ff).2

In the visual media of film and television, ‘‘the use of vision allows mass dissemination

of bodies that can be consumed in a disengaged, voyeuristic way’’ (Black 2014, p. 25).

Depictions of bodies in video games and virtual worlds, i.e. avatars, facilitate the agency of

the user, in contrast with the disengaged consumption of other media. It is through the

embodiment of their avatars that users enter and interact with (and are affected by) the

virtual environment and the objects and other agents that exist within it.

The virtual environment and virtually embodied interaction

On Chinese Island, students can draw upon multiple resources, most fundamentally,

environmental cues such as virtual foods (e.g., fresh vegetables, cakes, vinegar, etc.),

outfits of various virtual characters (e.g., the market stall holder, waitress), decor and

signage of the restaurant or kitchen and street signs, impossible to duplicate in a classroom

setting. In addition, tools like the heads-up display (HUD) allow students to easily (via

clicking) obtain the pinyin readings of Chinese characters or pronunciation of object

names, something real-life/classroom environments can hardly afford. Chinese Island

offers contextualised opportunities for students, via their avatars, to interact with the

2 Black also notes that more recent research questions whether babies really have no sense of themselves as
integrated corporeal entities (2014: 26 f.n.9).
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environment, embodied NPCs or real people in an experiential learning process whereby

language and culture learning is rendered as a behavioural process of living and being

(Robinson-Stuart and Nocon 1996). Consistent with Atkinson’s idea that ‘‘language in use

must be …dynamically adaptive vis-à-vis its environment’’ (2011, p. 146), learning in the

environment is never a simple collection of factual information or knowledge; rather, it is

an immersive experience in which students are engaged both cognitively and behaviourally

through their avatar, and develop their linguistic and cultural capabilities to align with

environment.

Barrett (2011) points out that the task of an embodied approach is to attempt to explain

the first-person experience of an organism. A first-person perspective is unique partially in

that, as Black (2014) indicates, we do not think of our bodies as lumps of matter controlled

by our intellect. We may describe ourselves as short/tall, employing a body image, but

standing on tip-toe to reach something or ducking when walking through a door, despite

not being able to see our own heads to measure necessary height/clearance, is to employ a

body schema (Black 2014). As Black explains, the two are not insulated from each other,

however, as soon as one consciously attempts to figure out what one’s body schema feels

like or how it works, operation shifts to the level of body image. According to Black, for

this reason many important thinkers such as Butler (1993: 30) deny knowledge/experience

outside language and culture (2014, footnote 3).

According to Wilson and Golonka (2013), coordination of activities with large groups

of animals in nature (swarms, herds, or flocks) is common. For Atkinson (2010), cognition

occurs not only within, but between people and others and their environments. Black

(2014) cites Rizzolatti et al. (2008), who state that ‘‘mirror neurons’’ respond to the sight of

movement in others, and even the sight of objects that may be manipulated, meaning that

when we see someone perform an action, our own brains rehearse that action.3 According

to M. Johnson, ‘‘Mirror-neuron phenomena suggest that understanding is a form of sim-

ulation’’ (2007, p. 161). Black describes this as demonstrating that our minds and bodies

respond in an embodied way to perceived and even potential actions of others (2014,

p. 41). When trying to understand the function of the body also, computer generated bodies

can be ‘‘better than the real thing’’ (p. 114).

Zheng et al. (2009) cite Clinton’s (2006) demonstration of embodiment in video games,

in which experiencing the controls for the characters’ moves became the players’ moves,

and Soares’s (2008) finding that those who play online games often project their sense of

self onto their avatar. Player-character and control-move relationships are complex, where

the use of tools may become part of our phenomenological experience. Black (2014) cites

Merleau-Ponty’s (2002) examples of embodied experiences in which machines are

incorporated into the body schema, such as when driving, or playing a musical instrument.

In Turkle’s (1984) book, she cites a similar example of our relationship to the computer

keyboard:

I don’t even feel that I am typing. It feels much more like one of those Vulcan mind

melds, you know, that Mr Spock does on Star Trek. I am thinking it, and then there it

is on the screen. I would say that I have a perfect interface with the machine…
perfect for me. I feel totally telepathic with the computer. And it sort of generalizes

so that I feel telepathic with the people I am sending mail to. (p. 211).

3 As a relatively recent discovery, caution is warranted in relation to evaluating these claims, as no widely
accepted model currently describes mirror neuron support of cognition, and empirical research, especially in
humans, is still underway. However, the phenomenon of rehearsal is comparatively uncontroversial.
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According to Black (2014), a sense of information flow is increasingly common, from

using an ATM to going online, as Hayles (1999) points out. Black states that the notion that

the Internet ‘‘somehow nullifies our physical bodies and allows us to exist as digital

avatars…living a ‘second life’ unencumbered by flesh’’ (p. 109) has been a central theme

in accounts of interaction online, citing Turkle’s view that networked interactions affect

our ideas regarding mind, body self, and machine (1995, p. 10).

According to Zheng et al. (2009), the presence of ‘‘real-world-like’’ features in virtual

worlds may afford problem-based collaborative learning when instruction is well-designed

in the space, affording the notion of ‘‘doing things together with language’’ (p. 505). Zheng

et al.’s own project on Quest Atlantis was designed to bring ESL students into intercultural

interaction, however, as they note, simply placing learners in a virtual space and hoping

they will communicate and acquire language is naı̈ve (similarly noted by Hanna and de

Nooy 2003, in a text-based environment). Rather, ‘‘the goals and intentions of students

embedded within information-rich metaverse environments should be understood’’ (p.

505). Two task-based learning activities in a multiuser simulation of a Chinese urban

environment employed in the current study are examined below.

A foreign language-oriented virtual environment

Chinese Island is a Chinese-themed virtual city built in SL. Since 2008, it has been

incorporated into the mainstream curriculum of beginner-level students at Monash

University (Grant and Huang 2010), and over 1000 students have engaged in task-based

language and culture lessons in the environment, generally involving groups of 15–20

students in separate sessions. More recently, via the Australian Federal Government Office

for Learning and Teaching funded Virtually Enhanced Languages (VEL) project, we have

sought to facilitate the use of virtual worlds at other tertiary institutions through a series of

1-day interactive workshops.

Chinese Island aims to provide a quasi-authentic China-like environment for students,

via their embodied avatar, to conduct ‘‘everyday’’ tasks that require the use of language

learned in a traditional classroom setting. Early on, teaching staff played the roles of key

interlocutors in the task-based scenarios, such as the doctor or shop assistant, via text-chat.

Programmed NPCs were later developed to respond to text-based input from multiple

students simultaneously without the concomitant stress a real person experiences. As part

of the two case studies presented in this article, the role of avatars in relation to both NPCs

and human users will be discussed.

A framework for case study analyses

Wilson and Golonka propose four key questions for embodied cognition research, which

will be used as a framework to layout the case studies presented in the current article:

1. What is the task to be solved?

2. What are the resources that the organism has access to in order to solve the task?

3. How can these resources be assembled so as to solve the task?

4. Does the organism, in fact, assemble and use these resources?

(2013, pp. 2–3).
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Case studies—two tasks

Task 1: navigating (and getting lost)

Immersion, spatiality and communication

When we navigate a virtual world, words such as ‘‘above’’, ‘‘below’’, ‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’

take their point of reference from the avatar, rather than our physical bodies. When we say

someone is behind us, or that we are on Chinese Island, we mean in relation to the

depiction of our on screen avatar, not our physical body seated in front of the screen. In the

experience of one of the authors, arriving at a conference held virtually in SL resulted in

her avatar appearing on the conference table, provoking a sense of embarrassment, similar

to (although milder than) how one would feel if inadvertently behaving inappropriately in a

real-life meeting. At the same time, the experience provided an opportunity to observe the

researcher’s own (or at least, her avatar’s) behaviour from a third-person perspective, in the

public and overt ways described by Gee. In addition to the more obvious behaviour of

standing on the table, this included increased attention to gaze, gesture, and ensuring that

the avatar did not appear distracted while the chairperson or others were speaking.

Relationships between ourselves and our environments are extremely important. Dis-

cussing cognitive off-loading onto the environment, Wilson (2002) provides the example

of moving around a room to decide where to put furniture, or giving directions by first

turning in the relevant direction experimentally studied by Glenberg and Robertson (1999).

They found that subjects allowed to indexically link written instructions to objects in the

environment performed better than those who were not allowed to. Giving and receiving

directions is a fundamental communicative task, and one often taught in beginner foreign

language classes. In this section, we examine one such task situated in the Chinese Island

environment.

The task

What is the task to be solved? One of the ubiquitous sub-tasks of any task on Chinese

Island is navigation. Students need to find their way to the restaurant, the train station, the

market, the airport, or the doctor’s, in order to complete the ultimate task, e.g., cooking

Chinese dumplings, visiting the doctor, or buying a train ticket.

What are the resources that the organism has access to in order to solve the task? The

virtual world of Chinese Island is rich with resources (both in the form of in-world objects

and interlocutors) to aid navigation. Students can make their way from the restaurant to the

market by following contextual cues such as street signs, the signs on buildings, asking for

directions from NPCs or live interlocutors, or picking up clues from the façade of

buildings.

How can these resources be assembled so as to solve the task? As outlined above,

students can receive the pinyin reading for any unfamiliar Chinese characters, effectively

scaffolding their reading of street signs and directions at time of need. Students can also

zoom in on words to view their constituent characters, or click on objects to view their

name and hear the pronunciation in the L2. Outside of SL, students can also utilise online

dictionary or translation tools, copying unknown language from the text-chat in SL, an
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affordance we observed numerous students making use of in our video recordings of

sessions. One’s view of the physical layout of the environment can also be manipulated—

for example, zooming out and scrolling upwards provides a bird’s eye view, or one may

view a map of the Island. The speed of the avatar may also be controlled, allowing for

faster exploration via running, or a slower paced walk.

Does the organism, in fact, assemble and use these resources? In the first session, all

students are explicitly instructed in these forms of resource use, via a series of sub-tasks

such as a running race, camera manipulation test, and vocabulary finding exercise. As

mentioned above, our observations confirm that students do go on to use these skills and

resources, as well others, such as asking classmates (via their avatar, using the headset, or

face-to-face) or teachers for directions to supplement those provided by the NPC, and

utilising online dictionary and translation tools to better understand the directions given.

Learner feedback—the embodied perspective

Student comments in the VEL workshop focus groups revealed interesting findings related

to students’ sense of virtual embodiment, navigating the virtual world via their avatar. A

total of 14 students participated in the focus group interviews after the lesson described in

the study. The age range of the students was from 18 to 45. One student, (Jessica) com-

mented ‘‘I got so lost!’’ Although we take Wilson and Golonka’s (2013) point that such

uses of language are perhaps best viewed as demonstrating that thought and action go

hand-in-hand, and may not be conclusive evidence of a sense of embodiment, we view this

language use as revealing, in that, in many cases, students in both workshops did not

distinguish between themselves and their avatars/their own actions, and those of their

avatars:

Mark ‘‘…you disappear into a neverland’’

Mark ‘‘…I was talking to the NPC… not actually helping you, he just smiles. You

say I’d like to buy this, and he just smiles again’’

Mark ‘‘…we bought stuff and made dumplings…’’

Katherine ‘‘I spent too much time running around naked to notice anything else!’’

Katherine ‘‘You kind of feel like you’re in China with all the streets and the signs’’

Victor ‘‘When you buy something…’’

Orlando ‘‘I was speaking to Betty4 …. she was very, very, very helpful …. I mean,

like, I didn’t know where the market was and she just directed …. well, she

took me there which I found really helpful

Robert ‘‘I noticed that when that first time we skydived we both went past it’’

Liam ‘‘my character, on the guy next to me’s screen, I looked green… and then on

another screen, I’ll look a bit different’’

[Bold indicates reference to the self as embodied in the avatar, italics indicate reference

to the avatar as distinct from one’s sense of self (plain text)]

The only times students distinguished between themselves and their avatars were when

comparing physical appearances of multiple iterations of an avatar, as seen in Liam’s

comment above (talking about how his character looked on different screens, although he

4 ‘Betty’, or Guo Laoshi, was one of the native speaker (NS) teachers located in Taiwan who participated in
the session. Orlando, among other students, referred to her in the focus group by her first name.
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quickly reverted back to describing the avatar’s appearance in the first-person) and in

Mark’s comments below, explaining how he selected his avatar:

Mark ‘‘I think for half the game I was invisible. And then I was a dog.’’

Interviewer ‘‘I noticed that you were invisible… I saw this hat and shirt walking around

with no arms. That was you, right?’’

Liam ‘‘I saw a puppy running around’’

Mark ‘‘Yeah, I was playing around. I’ve got this thing where I don’t play games

where you look hideous, it makes it cringe-worthy.’’

Interviewer ‘‘How do you define ‘hideous’?’’

Jessica ‘‘Like the unicorn.’’

Mark ‘‘Like the unicorn, there was like a morphling animal, it was like a normal

animal but (human), it was a bit creepy, I tried to make it look decently nice,

and the only thing else I found was the dog.’’

Although getting lost may appear counter-productive and distracting from the task, as

Jessica went on to state, ‘‘it was fun exploring, like walking through the towns’’ and ‘‘I

liked exploring, I- because I learned (some) vocab. The task was good, but sometimes it

was frustrating’’.

Mark highlighted the importance of training, commenting ‘‘It would be alright (to begin

using SL at a lower level of Chinese proficiency) when you know components about the

game already. Otherwise, you would be in there and you’d get lost. You wouldn’t really be

learning Chinese, you’d be learning how to play the game. Which kind of destroys the

purpose of the game’’. While Mark’s comment demonstrates he understood the importance

of learning how to navigate the virtual world, it also indicates that students may not

necessarily see the sub-task of navigation as contributing to learning, despite their use of

communication with others (NPCs, teachers, and other learners in both their L1 and L2),

and use of supplementary linguistic resources (HUD scaffolding and dictionaries).

Task 2: using an Avatar to buy a traditional dish

Permeable boundaries

At its most basic level, embodied cognition in relation to virtual worlds involves real

people in a real-world environment interacting with and being affected by virtual envi-

ronments through their avatars. Numerous examples of parallel universes/worlds exist in

the fields of science, religion, philosophy and fiction including the Christian conception of

the son of God entering the human world in the form of Jesus (see also reference to Hindu

avatar above); the character Flynn in the movie Tron entering a digital world (‘‘Tron,’’

2014) ; and the children of The Chronicles of Narnia entering the fictional realm of Narnia

(Lewis 1950). How a being enters, exists in, interacts with and is affected by these parallel

universes varies greatly. The process of entering and leaving an alternative environment

can involve a process of incarnation (birth and death), digital transformation of the

physical body and transmission into/out of the computer generated environment, or

through a magical portal into/out of the alternative environment without a process of

transformation.

In these examples, the individual can only exist in one environment at a time and has

little or no direct contact with their original environment while in the alternative envi-

ronment. However, we argue that the boundaries between the real classroom environment

and the virtual environment are highly permeable, more in line with the representation of
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the metaverse in popular science fiction works such as Snow Crash (Stephenson 1992) and

Ready Player One (Cline 2011). As shown in the quotes above, students appear to cog-

nitively move between the real world classroom and virtual world with great fluidity and

regularity, as they do between their real selves and their avatars. This is further illustrated

by the following lesson that involved students buying a traditional dish. Video recordings

were made of both volunteer student actions in the virtual and the real environment, and

volunteer students subsequently participated in one-on-one stimulated recall interviews

(Henderson et al. 2012). The lesson was part of a series of regular computer lab lessons

attended by introductory level Chinese language students at Monash University. The age

range of students was from 18 to 25 years old. The feedback presented here is intended to

be representative and is from one of the volunteer students involved in the study (150

participated in the lesson 11 students volunteered to participate in the study in all).

The task

What is the task to be solved? Enquiring about and purchasing a traditional Chinese dish

from virtual staff at the restaurant on Chinese Island. As with many other tasks in this

environment, completion involves engaging in conversation in Chinese with various NPCs

to establish the required actions and resources.

What are the resources that the organism has access to in order to solve the

task? Students had to identify a particular member of the restaurant staff who was the

friend of their teacher in order to be able to purchase the required dish. This could be done

by asking the NPC staff if they knew or were a friend of the teacher. However, as there was

a large number of avatars in the restaurant, including both NPCs and students, identifi-

cation was difficult. Some students used avatar appearance, particularly clothing, to

identify staff. For example:

Jack: ‘‘I remember trying to figure out who … how we’re supposed to … find a

teacher or a friend of a teacher, and I didn’t know who it was. But I wasn’t really sure

how I was meant to figure it out… And then … we saw these folk in the light blue

shirts and they look kind of teachery, I guess ‘cause they’re not wearing weird things

or backpacks. So we just went up and asked them …’’

The above is an example of resources available within the virtual world itself. Other in-

world resources included text-based instructions on an interactive sign in the restaurant,

and conversational interaction with other students via their avatars (both voice/text-based).

Resources external to the virtual world included the textbook containing pertinent

vocabulary and example dialogues, assistance from the teacher, and from classmates.

How can these resources be assembled so as to solve the task? Having noticed that some

avatars were wearing similar clothing (blue shirts) students could initiate a conversation

and ask in Chinese directly if the avatar was a friend of their teacher. While this action had

to be carried out in the virtual world, students had to first think about what to ask and how,

looking through their textbook for guidance or, for example, consulting another student. In

Jack’s case, at this point, he teamed up with another student:

Jack: ‘‘… the first time I suppose we were looking at asking her, that avatar, the

question. And we were both thinking about how we’d phrase the question in Chinese.

He figured it out a bit quicker than I did, so he just punched it in and I thought well,
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he’s already got it so why waste time retyping it into mine when I could just read the

answer off his screen.’’

Does the organism, in fact, assemble and use these resources? From Jack’s comments,

we can see the way in which he fluidly moves between interaction in the virtual and in the

real world classroom, simultaneously engaging in actions and using resources in both

environments. The move between his ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ self is also highly fluid, almost

without distinction.

Jack ‘‘if you don’t phrase it quite right, all [NPCs] seem to say is, you know, can

you please repeat the question. And so he got that a couple of times and then

I tried it and I got the same thing. And so then we decided to split, so he’d

keep asking her different variants and there was another one at the front door

so I went and tried that one.’’

Jack ‘‘Because we were working sort of in a pair. You’ll see me… I disappear off

the screen quite a lot because I’m looking at his screen and sometimes you

might see him on my…’’

Interviewer ‘‘Did you know him personally?’’

Jack ‘‘No … So we didn’t do every operation on … online … sometimes he asks

someone something on his screen and … I just looked off his screen or he’d

just look off mine …’’

Moreover, events and interactions in the virtual environment triggered cognitive

responses in the real environment. As reported in Henderson et al. (2012) in relation to a

similar lesson on Chinese Island, a total of 20 different cognitive skills and strategies used

by students were identified. One category, affect, can be clearly seen in Jack’s comment

that he was ‘‘a little bit confused and a touch frustrated’’ in relation to trying to work out

who the virtual staff were, similar to Jessica’s expression of frustration cited in Task 1

above, as will be discussed below.

Multimodal communication and student reactions to the NPCs

Communication in SL includes text/voice chat, movement, gestures, manipulation of

objects, sharing textures and typed texts, and video/audio streaming. As with other plat-

forms, interaction can occur at multiple levels, although, somewhat unique is the ability for

participants to move around spatially, either solo or in conjunction with others. In addition

to facilitating communication, specific pedagogical benefits are afforded, such as text-chat

using Chinese characters. In order to transmit a message in Chinese characters, the learner

must first input the Romanised spelling that makes up their message and then choose

characters from the list of homonyms presented. Each of these skills (Romanised spelling

and character recognition) are an important part of the curriculum, and everyday life for

Chinese speakers. Voice-chat has the pedagogical benefit of practicing pronunciation and

listening comprehension, with the possible added benefit of reduced FL anxiety in com-

parison with face-to-face interaction in the classroom (Grant et al. 2013).

Students on Chinese Island may communicate via a number of means with various

interlocutors, including their classmates/teachers (located in the same room) via voice/text-

chat, NPCs via text-chat, or NS teachers (located in Taiwan) via voice/text-chat. Students
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in the workshop groups expressed some confusion about who was physically located in the

room with them, and who was not.

Interestingly, although both groups of students found conversing with the NPCs via

text-chat ‘‘frustrating’’ at times because of their lack of flexibility, they noted some

advantages, such as Peter’s comment that ‘‘You got a real quick answer. You just type in

something, and like pow! You get it straight away’’, and the fact that text was often easier

to understand than voice when hardware and connectivity issues occurred.

The frustration students expressed often had to do with negotiation of meaning. Where

students produced language other than expected, the NPC would either ask for clarification

or, in the case of the market holder, smile via an emoticon:

Mark ‘‘Talking to the NPC was the most frustrating thing, ‘cause when you say

something, when you ask for help, he gives you a smile, and that’s about it.’’

Interviewer ‘‘Which is not very helpful?’’

Mark ‘‘Yes.’’

Interviewer ‘‘So how would you like the NPC to behave towards you?’’

Mark ‘‘Well, more human-like, maybe.’’

Jessica ‘‘I found that with the NPC as well, you can’t use- like, it has a limited

certain phrase set that it can handle, so if you go beyond that, and do

something fancier, it just smiles at you.’’

Although both Mark and Jessica (as well as the interviewer) referred to the NPC market

stallholder as ‘‘the NPC’’, the students’ choice of pronouns for the NPC differs. Mark made

use of ‘‘he’’, while Jessica utilised ‘‘it’’ (Katherine did the same in another group, saying

‘‘the bot doesn’t know who you are, it can’t retain memory’’). Mark’s use of language to

describe the NPC is remarkably similar to the way he described his teacher’s appearance in

SL:

Mark ‘‘He was in the corner, having a chat with one of the Taiwanese teachers, and he

was like talking over everyone in the room…’’ [intervening turns deleted]

Jessica ‘‘And Zhang laoshi [teacher] had a really weird voice! ((Others laugh)) It was

like oddly high!’’

In ‘‘real life’’, the teacher referred to was seated in the centre of the room, speaking

normally into a microphone which had its sensitivity turned up and which transformed his

voice via his avatar settings, to the teachers in Taiwan, who were not co-present.

Virtual embodied cognition: concluding discussion

According to Haraway (1991), we are moving from ‘‘an organic, industrial society to a

polymorphous, information system’’ (p. 161, cited in Black 2014). Nguyen’s (2009)

conclusion to Language and Embodiment states that embodied knowledge or experience,

vital to SLA, can only be acquired through training and real life experience. Although

(according to Brooks’ (2002) definition) to be situated is to be embedded in the world,

dealing not with abstracts but the here and now, and to be embodied is to have a physical

body and experience the world through its influences on that body, in this article, we have

put forward a case for the recognition of virtual embodiment in the virtual environment of

SL as one element of ‘‘real life’’ embodiment.
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As depicted in Fig. 1 above, key to the learning process in the virtual world is the

embodied avatar through which students interact with the environment, embodied virtual

agents, or real people. The embodied ‘‘self’’ via avatar is not the separation of real-world

‘‘Self’’; instead, it is the link between the real ‘‘self’’ mind/cognition and the virtual ‘‘body’’

enabling immersion and learning. This link is manifest in student identification with their

avatars and the fluidity with which they cognitively move across the permeable border

between the real and the virtual environment. Here, we see at work Atkinson’s (2010)

principles for SLA based on extended, embodied cognition. Mind, (virtual) body, and

(virtual) world work together (Inseparability Principle), L2 acquisition and use facilitates

survival in the complex (virtual) environment (Learning-is-Adaptive Principle), and

activity in this (virtual) environment involves aligning and learning to align with (virtual or

virtually represented) others.

The findings of this study are intended to highlight some features of student interaction

with and within a virtual environment designed for a specific learning context that reflect

embodied and extended cognition. Due to the limited sample size these features may not be

broadly generalizable. However, the findings of this study do complement findings by other

researchers (e.g. Zheng et al.) about learner embodied and extended cognition in 3D virtual

environments in the language learning context and could form the basis for more in-depth

studies looking at the links between 3D virtual worlds, task-based learning, and embodied

and extended cognition in the future.

Fig. 1 Virtual embodied cognition
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